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Abstract

We present an early vision of a cyber-physical envi-
ronment in which computer controlled rendering of phys-
ical surfaces, terrains, and environments is achieved by
manipulating grids of “moving physical pixels” or “mox-
els“, whose heights can be raised and lowered on com-
mand. A user would be free to walk within such a dynam-
ically deformable physically rendered environment (PRE).
The system would be able to create on demand the floor,
ceiling and sides of the “Holodeck” in which the person
resides, and vary the slipperiness of the surfaces to pro-
vide authentic tactile feedback in real time. A user would
be able to conduct a walking tour of a remote site, the
experience of climbing a steep mountain, or navigation
through a maze - all within the bounds of the Holodeck.
Multiple users could be networked together to create a dis-
tributed cyber-physical system to enable team-based dis-
tributed training. We present early results in a Holodeck-
like simulator, HoloSim.

1. Introduction

The “Holodeck” of StarTrek fame presented the vision of
a room in which an immersive cyber-physical world is cre-
ated around a user by a computer, which is capable of cre-
ating arbitrary objects and terrain of high realism in real
time. In addition, the user was free to move through such
an environment, and objects could be materialized seem-
ingly out of thin air. While this complete vision is still sci-
ence fiction, this paper offers a pathway towards achiev-
ing a Holodeck by describing how the technology of today
can be used to generate physically rendered environments
(PREs)[1] of emulated three-dimensional terrains with geo-
metric and tactile realism.

Figure 1 shows a PinPoint toy that consists of a grid of
rod-like physical pixels that are free to move in the up/down
direction. If a user presses their hand on the bottom of the

Figure 1. PinPoint toy with the impression of
a human hand rendered via moving physical
pixels, or “moxels”.

grid, the physical pixels would raise in the approximate 3D
shape of the hand, as shown in the figure.

By augmenting this pixel-based motion with computer
controlled actuation of the physical pixels in real time, dy-
namic surfaces, terrains, and even forms of motion, e.g.
waves, would be capable of being rendered, as shown in
Figure 2. We term computer-actuated moving physical pix-
els as moxels1. Over the size of a room, deformation of the
ground, walls, and ceiling would simultaneously create en-
tire 3D physically rendered environments within which a
user could stand and move. The realism would be further
enhanced by equipping the tip of each moxel with a surface,
such as a ball bearing, disc or ring, whose coefficient of fric-
tion could be varied. This would provide tactile feedback
that approximates the slipperiness of actual physical sur-
faces. Combining the PRE with complementary technology
such as virtual or augmented reality, e.g. immersive graph-

1 Our colleague Dale Lawrence coined the term “moxel” for a moving
pixel after hearing our idea
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Figure 2. A physically rendered environment
(PRE) or Holodeck consisting of a grid of
computer-controlled physical moxels or pix-
els whose displacements can be raised and
lowered.

ics visualization via projection and/or head-mounted helmet
displays [8], would enable the creation of cyber-physical
systems that provide unprecedented levels of tactile realism
and freedom of movement to simulate telepresence.

As shown in Figure 2, a user would be able to stand
within this computer controlled physically rendered envi-
ronment on top of the moxels themselves. The user’s free-
dom of movement would not be limited, i.e. the user would
be free to kneel, roll, jump or even climb on dynamically
rendered surfaces.

Figure 3 illustrates a single physical pixel or moxel. On
top of the moxel is either a ball or a surface whose coef-
ficient of friction can be varied. In the case of a ball, its
ability to rotate and/or rate of rotation would be adjustable,
e.g. by braking, to give varying degrees of resistance. When
both the height of each moxel and the spin of each moxel’s
ball are computer controlled, we would control not only the
shape of the terrain, but also the slipperiness of the surface
under the users feet. This would allow simulation of an icy
cave, or a rough climbing surface.

Key examples of motivating applications of the PRE in-
clude the following:

1. Remote tours of landmarks and facilities that are dis-
tant in place and/or time. For example, a user could
climb the steps of the Great Pyramid, hike the Great
Wall, navigate through a remote factory assem-
bly plant, or walk through a famous golf course (po-
tentially in concert with playing a simulated golf
game).

2. Multiple remote users could be networked together
to create a distributed cyber-physical system to en-
able team-based distributed training. Possibilities in-

Figure 3. Each moxel consists of a rod whose
height can be raised and lowered. The tip of
each moxel provides a mechanism for con-
trolling the coefficient of friction, in this case
a ball whose rotation can be adjusted or
braked.

clude training of firefighters, SWAT teams, search-and-
rescue operations, and military combat.

3. The physical size of the PRE could be as small as
a table or as large as a building. In the latter case,
physically proximate teams could conduct training in
a physically morphing environment, e.g. firefighting
where walls collapse behind a group, lasertag, or even
diving in a water-filled PRE.

4. In training or group-based exercises, the cyber-
physical PRE can introduce physical obstacles at crit-
ical times, e.g. icy conditions, forcing tripping,
etc. This would improve training of people’s reac-
tions to falls in combat or other life-threatening con-
ditions, similar to how pilots are trained in flight
simulators[13].

5. Interactive gaming in one’s living room. The PRE
could be programmed to simulate a virtual environ-
ment, say a subterranean cave that never existed, a
fairy tale castle, or a futuristic city.

6. Assistive technology. A scaled down version of this
system the size of a box could be used as assistive tech-
nology, allowing a blind person to perceive 3D depth
and shape.

This paper is early work that is intended to raise interest
in the vision of computer controllable deformable terrains.
Many questions about practical implementation of this vi-
sion, its limitations, price and practical applicability still re-
main open. However, we believe that a prototype of this vi-
sion is achievable with the technology available today, both
on the software and hardware side.
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2. System Architecture

To realize the vision of a Holodeck through physically
rendered environments, we intend to employ a high-level
system architecture such as depicted in Figure 4. The sys-
tem consists of both a software component for issuing com-
mands to control the displacement of the moxels, and ac-
tuation technology for raising/lowering the moxels. Build-
ing such a system will require substantial innovations both
in computer science and electro-mechanical engineering.

Figure 4. System Architecture

The system begins by creating a 3D model in software of
the environment to be rendered. The 3D model must contain
physical characteristics of surfaces being modeled, includ-
ing shape, texture and slipperiness. From the 3D model, we
extract the sequence of actions needed to render the physical
surfaces in the environment. From the same 3D model, we
can generate both graphical images that are shown within
a user’s helmet-mounted display as well as corresponding
physical terrains that are rendered within the PRE, thereby
providing an even deeper sense of immersion. Thus, two co-
ordinated rendering paths emerge from the same core 3D
model.

The example in the figure demonstates deformation of
only one plane, e.g. the ground plane, but the concept is
straightforward to extend to deforming other edges of the

room beside the floor, e.g. ceiling and walls. Thus, the phys-
ical rendering engine may be drawing six different surfaces,
or even more if internal PRE objects are factored into the
scene.

The Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) normally takes
specific graphics commands and renders them on screen.
The GPU renders specific types of compute-intensive com-
mands more quickly than generic processors. The next sec-
tion proposes ways to adapt GPUs to support PRE.

3. Basis of Software Control

This section describes the basis of software control of the
grid of moxels.

3.1. Z Buffer and GPU Usage

Our first observation is that the Z-Buffer found in typ-
ical graphical systems can be exploited to help us identify
and render physical surfaces. In a standard graphical envi-
ronment, where a viewer is looking at a rendered 3-D scene,
the Z-Buffer contains the distance of each pixel from the
viewer. If we position the point of view of the user to look
up from the bottom of the scene, and use orthogonal projec-
tion to render the scene, then the Z-Buffer would contain the
distance of each pixel from the floor, i.e. the Z-Buffer con-
tains the height of each moxel on the physical surface that
we desire to render. Given a standard 3D graphical model,
we need only specify the point of view of the user as be-
ing from the bottom looking up in an orthogonal projection,
and read out the values from the Z-buffer, and then raise
each moxel in the PRE to the appropriate height from the
floor.

An important outcome of this observation is that it al-
lows us to use hardware acceleration available in conven-
tional GPUs to calculate moxel position, as well as standard
APIs like OpenGL [9] for controlling this calculation.

3.2. Adapting to Physical Limitations

Each moxel is a physical entity and subject to physical
laws of inertia. While the Z-Buffer approach can help us
calculate the final position of the moxel, it does not account
for how the moxel reaches that final position from its cur-
rent position. The moxel itself is subject to the inertia, as
well as physical limitations of the physical system imple-
menting it that need to be accounted for.

Our solution is to utilize programable pixel (fragment)
shaders, allowing us to perform per pixel calculations [10].
We would perform quantization of the response function
into a texture, and then pass to the fragment shader that tex-
ture and a variable representing the interpolation step that
we want the fragment shader to perform.
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3.3. Slipperiness Simulation

Our discussion thus far has related to how to control dis-
placement of the moxel. When it comes to controlling slip-
periness of terrain, typically no information presented to the
OpenGL pipeline for the purpose of scene rendering could
help us to determine the slipperiness of the surface.

Fortunately, we can encode slipperiness of the surface in
the texture, and then use the fragment shader to vary slipper-
iness of each ball on top of each moxel in accordance with
the value of “slip texture” for that pixel. Implementation
of this is fairly straightforward in the fragment shader, and
calling program can be modified to provide surface slipper-
iness information. That information could be passed in the
form of the coefficients of frictions in a texture map equiv-
alent, that then would be used by the Holodeck’s fragment
shader. In the long run, material libraries in the modeling
packages artists are using to specify look of the objects [15]
could be extended to include a slipperiness map of the sur-
face, too.

3.4. Integration with Rendering Engines

Interception of OpenGL calls using [11] and employ
a system like AspectC++ [12] is beneficial. For the basic
integration of Holodeck in simple graphic applications is
straightforward and not much more then call interception is
needed. For integration with the complete rendering engine
[21] might be more involved, as multipass rendering tech-
niques, e.g. shadow maps [22], or multipass rendering using
shaders [21] will not reproduce realistic Holodeck pictures
even if all OpenGL calls are instrumented. This is because
the results of some passes, such as for shadow map gener-
ation [22], are not directly drawn in the scene but are used
for intermediate steps in rendering the final scene.

To resolve this problem, it is necessary to modify the
rendering engine [21] so that calls that are not intended to
affect the screen buffer are not rendered in the Holodeck.
This could be achieved by combination of reading Z-buffer
at the end of finally rendered scene (as opposed to real-
time OpenGL call interception), excluding some render-
ing passes from Holodeck environment and incorporat-
ing additional textures intended only for Holodeck use (so
that e.g. bump-mapped or displacement mapped surfaces
have “rough” appearance in Holodeck although their Z-
buffer values are “flat”). Finally, cyber-physical systems
like Holodeck provides one more area where parallelism
could be accounted for.

4. HoloSim - Simulating the Holodeck

We have constructed a simulator called the HoloSim as
a first step towards realizing our PRE-based Holodeck sys-

tem. HoloSim is able to show the visual impression of a
physical environment rendered by moxels, as well as how
animation would look like in that environment. The simu-
lator is currently using pre-calculated moxel positions. We
are planning to extend the simulator so that it integrates the
complete graphics rendering engine. The HoloSim will be
used to test all software control algorithms prior to deploy-
ment in a fully realized PRE.

Figure 5. HoloSim rendering two thrones.

Figure 5 illustrates the HoloSim rendering a surface
within the PRE using a grid of physical moxel-like pixels.
In this case, two thrones are rendered facing each other.

Figure 6 shows a sequence of images depicting how the
HoloSim can simulate movement. The two thrones are dis-
placed over time so that they “collide” with each other,
but pass through each other without causing damage. This
highlights one of the unique properties of the PRE; ob-
jects at the same time have both material and non-material
properties. Videos of this “collision” are available at
http://www.cs.colorado.edu/r̃han/PRE/video/motion.mov.

This example illustrates that HoloSim can be used to in-
vestigate a variety of cyber-physical phenomena, including:

1. What are the best software control algorithms for rod
movement? Should we choose algorithms that allow
rods to reach their final position the fastest? Or al-
gorithms that would minimize discontinuity between
rods, to minimize sharp edges?

2. How would the physical system look like with-
out a helmet? Would running the simulator inside a
CAVE[16] provide insights on how a completed phys-
ical system would look like?

3. The simulator would be the appropriate place to inves-
tigate the best ways to integrate with the rendering en-
gine.

4. Approaches towards fail-safeness and physical safety
could be tested in a simulator environment.
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Figure 6. Collision of two thrones in PRE.

Finally, the majority of the simulator code could be used
as a basis for the software control module of the physical
system once it is realized.

5. Related Work

Intel’s Dynamic Physical Rendering (DPR) [3] and pro-
grammable matter [4] are visions of using small physical
elements called catoms, e.g. balls, to create arbitrary 3D
shapes. Catoms are able to orient among themselves in ar-
bitrary positions. PRE and DPR are natural complements.
DPR is able to create arbitrarily shaped objects, but is likely
to have difficulty creating large ground areas on which a
user can stand, due to the computational cost and unclear
physical strength of rendered catoms. In contrast, PRE’s
sofware control algorithms are fast and the PRE is capa-
ble of supporting the physical weiight of human users. An
ideal environment is likely to combine the PRE approach for
ground areas, and the DPR approach for smaller and more
complex objects in the room.

CirculaFloor [2] is a locomotion interface that uses a set
of movable tiles to achieve omni-directional motion while
providing the illusion of infinite distance. CirculaFloor sim-
ulates only flat surfaces and can’t simulate slipperiness, so
PRE and CirculaFloor are complements as combining a
moxel-based surface with the tiles of CirculaFloor allows
for extension of the PRE that is capable of simulating un-
limited environments.

Omnidirectional treadmills [5] give a user the impression
of walking through an effectively unlimited environment.
The Sarcos treadmill [7] combines an angled treadmill, me-
chanical tether and a CAVE-like [16] immersive graphical
interface to provide the impression of a user moving on infi-
nite potentially angled terrains, at the price of limiting free-
dom of movement (no kneeling or rolling for user). Addi-
tionally, it is not possible to simulate fine grained texture
like gravel under a user’s feet or slipperiness of the surface.

An alternative approach that gives a user the physical il-
lusion of walking arbitrary distances is offered by devices

like the GaitMaster [6]. The device has two pedestals or
pedals on which a user stands, one for each leg. This type
of device confines human locomotion, too.

Augmented reality systems combine physical objects
with computer generated imaging [8]. Many concepts from
augmented reality such as helmet-based split-view immer-
sive environments [8] are quite complementary with the vi-
sion of physically rendered environments. In some cases,
the user’s entire vision may be immersed by the helmet,
while the PRE provides the realistic physical feedback or
“feel” of the surfaces.

The designers at amusement parks, e.g. Imagineers at
Walt Disney [19], as well as the designers of sophisticated
stage sets [18] explore effects that are distantly related to
the PRE-based concepts that we are proposing but are typi-
cally very specific to one particular environment.

Haptic interfaces [20] allow computer stimulation of the
user’s sense of touch but are not generally not concerned
with locomotion in an environment. Finally, somewhat re-
lated work is a Braille enabled terminal [17]. The system
that we are proposing could enhance a Braille terminal, as
it would not only enable reading of the Braille alphabet, but
would also enable perception of new 3D shapes.

6. Future Work

This is still early work that is presenting an ambitious
concept. We have raised some of the technical challenges,
but they are not meant to be exhaustive. Areas for future
work include electromechanical issues, reliability and hu-
man perception of motion. Best software algorithms for
control and avoiding issues of spatial and temporal “phys-
ical” aliasing as well as dealing with physical moxel char-
acteristics (inertia, durability, prevention of collision, user
physical safety) are open areas for future research. Many
of these issues could be answered by enhancing the current
simulator.

In addition to the questions above, once when the phys-
ical system is constructed, we would have a novel environ-
ment that could be used in a variety of training roles. Un-
derstanding human interactions in cyber-physical environ-
ments within the context of distributed team training is an
area for future PRE research.

To enhance the interactivity of the PRE, our goal is to
convey the effect of infinite distance via subtle displace-
ments that re-center a user while they’re walking or climb-
ing. This would enable the perception of far greater distance
than the actual physical dimensions of the PRE. Our intent
is to investigate translation effects in at least two ways, by
combining Holodeck based moxel surfaces with the set of
tiles used to recenter the users as in CirculaFloor [2] and by
combining the Holodeck surface with the treadmill-based
approaches.
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7. Summary

This paper has presented an ambitious original concept
for realizing the vision of a Holodeck through physically
rendered environments (PREs). Computer controlled actua-
tion of the height of physical pixel-like moxels arranged in
a grid allows rendering of surfaces and terrains. The PRE is
designed to support a human user, who will be able to walk
over these surfaces, and roll and kneel as well. The coef-
ficient of friction, or slipperiness, of the tip of each moxel
would be computer-controlled, to give the user different im-
pressions of slipperiness. We have presented how software
control of a PRE-based Holodeck can be achieved by adapt-
ing existing graphics pipelines. We have developed a sim-
ulation environment called HoloSim that mimics the ren-
dering actions of a true PRE, enabling us to study the most
promising approaches prior to building the full physical sys-
tem. We believe the HoloSim, suitably modified, will grow
into the software front end for controlling the hardware back
end.

We have presented a pathway towards realizing the
Holodeck via a PRE, a powerful cyber-physical sys-
tem with strong research potential and significant practical
applications.
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